Abstract-In this paper, we propose a novel framework for decentralized, online learning by many learners. At each moment of time, an instance characterized by a certain context may arrive to each learner; based on the context, the learner can select one of its own actions (which gives a reward and provides information) or request assistance from another learner. In the latter case, the requester pays a cost and receives the reward but the provider learns the information. In our framework, learners are modeled as cooperative contextual bandits. Each learner seeks to maximize the expected reward from its arrivals, which involves trading off the reward received from its own actions, the information learned from its own actions, the reward received from the actions requested of others and the cost paid for these actions-taking into account what it has learned about the value of assistance from each other learner. We develop distributed online learning algorithms and provide analytic bounds to compare the efficiency of these with algorithms with the complete knowledge (oracle) benchmark (in which the expected reward of every action in every context is known by every learner). Our estimates show that regret-the loss incurred by the algorithm-is sublinear in time. Our theoretical framework can be used in many practical applications including Big Data mining, event detection in surveillance sensor networks and distributed online recommendation systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N this paper we propose a novel framework for online learning by multiple cooperative and decentralized learners. We assume that an instance (a data unit), characterized by a context (side) information, arrives at a learner (processor) which needs to process it either by using one of its own processing functions or by requesting another learner (processor) to process it. The learner's goal is to learn online what is the best processing function which it should use such that it maximizes its total expected reward for that instance. A data stream is an ordered sequence of instances that can be read only once or a small number of times using limited computing and storage capabilities. For example, in a stream mining application, an instance can be the data unit extracted by a sensor or camera; in a wireless communication application, an instance can be a packet that needs to be transmitted. The context can be anything that provides information about the rewards to the learners. For example, in stream mining, the context can be the type of the extracted instance; in wireless communications, the context can be the channel Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The processing functions in the stream mining application can be the various classification functions, while in wireless communications they can be the transmission strategies for sending the packet (Note that the selection of the processing functions by the learners can be performed based on the context and not necessarily the instance). The rewards in the stream mining can be the accuracy associated with the selected classification function, and in wireless communication they can be the resulting goodput and expended energy associated with a selected transmission strategy.
To solve such distributed online learning problems, we define a new class of multi-armed bandit solutions, which we refer to as cooperative contextual bandits. In the considered scenario, there is a set of cooperative learners, each equipped with a set of processing functions (arms 1 ) which can be used to process the instance. By definition, cooperative learners agree to follow the rules of a prescribed algorithm provided by a designer given that the prescriped algorithm meets the set of constraints imposed by the learners. For instance, these constraints can be privacy constraints, which limits the amount of information a learner knows about the arms of the other learners. We assume a discrete time model
, where different instances and associated context information arrive to a learner. 2 Upon the arrival of an instance, a learner needs to select either one of its arms to process the instance or it can call another learner which can select one of its own arms to process the instance and incur a cost (e.g., delay cost, communication cost, processing cost, money). Based on the selected arm, the learner receives a random reward, which is drawn from some unknown distribution that depends on the context information characterizing the instance. The goal of a learner is to maximize its total undiscounted reward up to any time horizon . A learner does not know the expected reward (as a function of the context) of its own arms or of the other learners' arms. In fact, we go one step further and assume that a learner does not know anything about the set of arms available to other learners except an upper bound on the number of their arms. The learners are cooperative because they obtain mutual benefits from cooperation-a learner's benefit from calling another learner may be an increased reward as compared to the case when it uses solely its own arms; the benefit of the learner asked to perform the processing by another learner is that it can learn about the performance of its own arm based on its reward for the calling learner. This is especially beneficial when certain instances and associated contexts are less frequent, or when gathering labels (observing the reward) is costly.
The problem defined in this paper is a generalization of the well-known contextual bandit problem [3] - [8] , in which there is a single learner who has access to all the arms. However, the considered distributed online learning problem is significantly more challenging because a learner cannot observe the arms of other learners and cannot directly estimate the expected rewards of those arms. Moreover, the heterogeneous contexts arriving at each learner lead to different learning rates for the various learners. We design distributed online learning algorithms whose long-term average rewards converge to the best distributed solution which can be obtained if we assumed complete knowledge of the expected arm rewards of each learner for each context.
To rigorously quantify the learning performance, we define the regret of an online learning algorithm for a learner as the difference between the expected total reward of the best decentralized arm selection scheme given complete knowledge about the expected arm rewards of all learners and the expected total reward of the algorithm used by the learner. Simply, the regret of a learner is the loss incurred due to the unknown system dynamics compared to the complete knowledge benchmark. We prove a sublinear upper bound on the regret, which implies that the average reward converges to the optimal average reward. The upper bound on regret gives a lower bound on the convergence rate to the optimal average reward.
The proposed framework can be used in numerous applications including the ones given below.
1) Example 1:
Consider a distributed recommender system in which there is a group of agents (learners) that are connected together via a fixed network, each of whom experiences inflows of users to its page. Each time a user arrives, an agent chooses from among a set of items (arms) to offer to that user, and the user will either reject or accept each item. When choosing among the items to offer, the agent is uncertain about the user's acceptance probability of each item, but the agent is able to observe specific background information about the user (context), such as the user's gender, location, age, etc. Users with different backgrounds will have different probabilities of accepting each item, and so the agent must learn this probability over time by making different offers. In order to promote cooperation within this network, we let each agent also recommend items of other agents to its users in addition to its own items. Hence, if the agent learns that a user with a particular context is unlikely to accept any of the agent's items, it can recommend to the user items of another agent that the user might be interested in. The agent can get a commission from the other agent if it sells the item of the other agent. This provides the necessary incentive to cooperate. However, since agents are decentralized, they do not directly share the information that they learn over time about user preferences for their own items. Hence the agents must learn about other agent's acceptance probabilities through their own trial and error.
2) Example 2: Consider a network security scenario in which autonomous systems (ASs) collaborate with each other to detect cyber-attacks. Each AS has a set of security solutions which it can use to detect attacks. The contexts are the characteristics of the data traffic in each AS. These contexts can provide valuable information about the occurrence of cyber-attacks. Since the nature of the attacks are dynamic, non-stochastic and context dependent, the efficiency of the various security solutions are dynamically varying, context dependent and unknown a-priori. Based on the extracted contexts (e.g., key properties of its traffic, the originator of the traffic etc.), an AS may route its incoming data stream (or only the context information) to another AS , and if AS detects a malicious activity based on its own security solutions, it warns AS . Due to the privacy or security concerns, AS may not know what security applications AS is running. This problem can be modeled as a cooperative contextual bandit problem in which the various ASs cooperate with each other to learn online which actions they should take or which other ASs they should request to take actions in order to accurately detect attacks (e.g., minimize the mis-detection probability of cyber-attacks).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the related work and highlight the differences from our work. In Section III we describe the choices of learners, rewards, complete knowledge benchmark, and define the regret of a learning algorithm. A cooperative contextual learning algorithm that uses a non-adaptive partition of the context space is proposed and a sublinear bound on its regret is derived in Section IV. Another learning algorithm that adaptively partitions the context space of each learner is proposed in Section V, and its regret is bounded for different types of context arrivals. In Section VI we discuss the necessity of training phase which is a property of both algorithms and compare them. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Contextual bandits have been studied before in [5] - [8] in a single agent setting, where the agent sequentially chooses from a set of arms with unknown rewards, and the rewards depend on the context information provided to the agent at each time slot. The goal of the agent is to maximize its reward by balancing exploration of arms with uncertain rewards and exploitation of the arm with the highest estimated reward. The algorithms proposed in these works are shown to achieve sublinear in time regret with respect to the complete knowledge benchmark, and the sublinear regret bounds are proved to match with lower bounds on the regret up to logarithmic factors. In all the prior work, the context space is assumed to be large and a known similarity metric over the contexts is exploited by the algorithms to estimate arm rewards together for groups of similar contexts. Groups of contexts are created by partitioning the context space. For example, [7] proposed an epoch-based uniform partition of the context space, while [5] proposed a non-uniform adaptive partition. In [9] , contextual bandit methods are developed for personalized news articles recommendation and a variant of the UCB algorithm [10] is designed for linear payoffs. In [11] , contextual bandit methods are developed for data mining and a perceptron based algorithm that achieves sublinear regret when the instances are chosen by an adversary is proposed. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to provide rigorous solutions for online learning by multiple cooperative learners when context information is present and propose a novel framework for cooperative contextual bandits to solve this problem.
Another line of work [3] , [4] considers a single agent with a large set of arms (often uncountable). Given a similarity structure on the arm space, they propose online learning algorithms that adaptively partition the arm space to get sublinear regret bounds. The algorithms we design in this paper also exploits the similarity information, but in the context space rather than the action space, to create a partition and learn through the partition. However, distributed problem formulation, creation of the partitions and how learning is performed is very different from related prior work [3] - [8] .
Previously, distributed multi-user learning is only considered for multi-armed bandits with finite number of arms and no context. In [1] , [12] distributed online learning algorithms that converge to the optimal allocation with logarithmic regret are proposed for the i.i.d. arm reward model, given that the optimal allocation is an orthogonal allocation in which each user selects a different arm. Considering a similar model but with Markov arm rewards, logarithmic regret algorithms are proposed in [13] , [14] , where the regret is with respect to the best static policy which is not generally optimal for Markov rewards. This is generalized in [2] to dynamic resource sharing problems and logarithmic regret results are also proved for this case.
A multi-armed bandit approach is proposed in [15] to solve decentralized constraint optimization problems (DCOPs) with unknown and stochastic utility functions. The goal in this work is to maximize the total cumulative reward, where the cumulative reward is given as a sum of local utility functions whose values are controlled by variable assignments made (actions taken) by a subset of agents. The authors propose a message passing algorithm to efficiently compute a global upper confidence bound on the joint variable assignment, which leads to logarithmic in time regret. In contrast, in our formulation we consider a problem in which rewards are driven by contexts, and the agents do not know the set of actions of the other agents. In [16] a combinatorial multi-armed bandit problem is proposed in which the reward is a linear combination of a set of coefficients of a multi-dimensional action vector and an instance vector generated by an unknown i.i.d. process. They propose an upper confidence bound algorithm that computes a global confidence bound for the action vector which is the sum of the upper confidence bounds computed separately for each dimension. Under the proposed i.i.d. model, this algorithm achieves regret that grows logarithmically in time and polynomially in the dimension of the vector.
We provide a detailed comparison between our work and related work in multi-armed bandit learning in Table I . Our cooperative contextual learning framework can be seen as an important extension of the centralized contextual bandit framework [3] - [8] . The main differences are: (i) training phase which is required due to the informational asymmetries between learners, (ii) separation of exploration and exploitation over time instead of using an index for each arm to balance them, resulting in three-phase learning algorithms with training, exploration and exploitation phases, (iii) coordinated context space partitioning in order to balance the differences in reward estimation due to heterogeneous context arrivals to the learners. Although we consider a three-phase learning structure, our learning framework can work together with index-based policies such as the ones proposed in [5] , by restricting the index updates to time slots that are not in the training phase. Our three-phase learning structure separates exploration and exploitation into distinct time slots, while they take place concurrently for an index-based policy. We will discuss the differences between these methods in Section VI. We will also show in Section VI that the training phase is necessary for the learners to form correct estimates about each other's rewards in cooperative contextual bandits.
Different from our work, distributed learning is also considered in online convex optimization setting [17] - [19] . In all of these works local learners choose their actions (parameter vectors) to minimize the global total loss by exchanging messages with their neighbors and performing subgradient descent. In contrast to these works in which learners share information about their actions, the learners in our model does not share any information about their own actions. The information shared in our model is the context information of the calling learner and the reward generated by the arm of the called learner. However, this information is not shared at every time slot, and the rate of information sharing between learners who cannot help each other to gain higher rewards goes to zero asymptotically.
In addition to the aforementioned prior work, in our recent work [20] we consider online learning in a decentralized social recommender system. In this related work, we address the challenges of decentralization, cooperation, incentives and privacy that arises in a network of recommender systems. We model the item recommendation strategy of a learner as a combinatorial learning problem, and prove that learning is much faster when the purchase probabilities of the items are independent of each other. In contrast, in this work we propose the general theoretical model of cooperative contextual bandits which can be applied in a variety of decentralized online learning settings including wireless sensor surveillance networks, cognitive radio networks, network security applications, recommender systems, etc. We show how context space partition can be adapted based on the context arrival process and prove the necessity of the training phase.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The system model is shown in Fig. 1 . There are learners which are indexed by the set . Let be the set of learners learner can choose from to receive a reward. Let denote the set of arms of learner . Let denote the set of all arms. Let . We call the set of choices for learner . We use index to denote any choice in , to denote arms of the learners, to denote other learners in . Let , and , where is the cardinality operator. A summary of notations is provided in Appendix B.
The learners operate under the following privacy constraint: A learner's set of arms is its private information. This is important when the learners want to cooperate to maximize their rewards, but do not want to reveal their technology/methods. For instance in stream mining, a learner may not want to reveal the types of classifiers it uses to make predictions, or in network security a learner may not want to reveal how many nodes it controls in the network and what types of security protocols it uses. However, each learner knows an upper bound on the number of arms the other learners have. Since the learners are cooperative, they can follow the rules of any learning algorithm as long as the proposed learning algorithm satisfies the privacy constraint. In this paper, we design such a learning algorithm and show that it is optimal in terms of average reward.
These learners work in a discrete time setting , where the following events happen sequentially, in each time slot: (i) an instance with context arrives to each learner ; (ii) based on , learner either chooses one of its arms or calls another learner and sends ; 3 (iii) for each learner who called learner at time , learner chooses one of its arms ; (iv) learner observes the rewards of all the 3 An alternative formulation is that learner selects multiple choices from at each time slot, and receives sum of the rewards of the selected choices. All of the ideas/results in this paper can be extended to this case as well.
arms it had chosen both for its own contexts and for other learners; (v) learner either obtains directly the reward of its own arm it had chosen, or a reward that is passed from the learner that it had called for its own context. 4 The contexts come from a bounded dimensional space , which is taken to be without loss of generality. When selected, an arm generates a random reward sampled from an unknown, context dependent distribution with support in . 5 The expected reward of arm for context is denoted by . Learner incurs a known deterministic and fixed cost for selecting choice . 6 For example for , can represent the cost of activating arm , while for , can represent the cost of communicating with learner and/or the payment made to learner . Although in our system model we assume that each learner can directly call another learner , our model can be generalized to learners over a network where calling learners that are away from learner has a higher cost for learner . Learner knows the set of other learners and costs of calling them, i.e., , but does not know the set of arms , , but only knows an upper bound on the number of arms that each learner has, i.e., on ,
. Since the costs are bounded, without loss of generality we assume that costs are normalized, i.e., for , . The net reward of learner from a choice is equal to the obtained reward minus cost of selecting the choice. The net reward of a learner is always in . The learners are cooperative which implies that when called by learner , learner will choose one of its own arms which it believes to yield the highest expected reward given the context of learner .
The expected reward of an arm is similar for similar contexts, which is formalized in terms of a Hölder condition given in the following assumption.
Assumption 1: There exists , such that for all and for all , we have , where denotes the Euclidian norm in . We assume that is known by the learners. In the contextual bandit literature this is referred to as similarity information [5] , [22] . Different from prior works on contextual bandit, we do not require to be known by the learners. However, will appear in our performance bounds.
The goal of learner is to maximize its total expected reward. In order to do this, it needs to learn the rewards from its choices. Thus, learner should concurrently explore the choices in to learn their expected rewards, and exploit the best believed choice for its contexts which maximizes the reward minus cost. In the next subsection we formally define the complete knowledge benchmark. Then, we define the regret which is the performance loss due to uncertainty about arm rewards.
A. Optimal Arm Selection Policy With Complete Information
We define learner 's expected reward for context as , where . This is the maximum expected reward learner can provide when called by a learner with context . For learner , denotes the net reward of choice for context . Our benchmark when evaluating the performance of the learning algorithms is the optimal solution which selects the choice with the highest expected net reward for learner for its context . This is given by (1) Since knowing requires knowing for , knowing the optimal solution means that learner knows the arm in that yields the highest expected reward for each .
B. The Regret of Learning
Let be the choice selected by learner at time . Since learner has no a priori information, this choice is only based on the past history of selections and reward observations of learner . The rule that maps the history of learner to its choices is called the learning algorithm of learner . Let be the choice vector at time . We let denote the arm selected by learner when it is called by learner at time . If does not call at time , then . Let and . The regret of learner with respect to the complete knowledge benchmark given in (1) is given by where denotes the random reward of choice for context at time for learner , and the expectation is taken with respect to the selections made by the distributed algorithm of the learners and the statistics of the rewards. For example, when and , this random reward is sampled from the distribution of arm .
Regret gives the convergence rate of the total expected reward of the learning algorithm to the value of the optimal solution given in (1). Any algorithm whose regret is sublinear, i.e., such that , will converge to the optimal solution in terms of the average reward. In the subsequent sections we will propose two different distributed learning algorithms with sublinear regret.
IV. A DISTRIBUTED UNIFORM CONTEXT PARTITIONING ALGORITHM
The algorithm we consider in this section forms at the beginning a uniform partition of the context space for each learner. Each learner estimates its choice rewards based on the past history of arrivals to each set in the partition independently from the other sets in the partition. This distributed learning algorithm is called Contextual Learning With Uniform Partition (CLUP) and its pseudocode is given in Figs. 2-4 . For learner , CLUP is composed of two parts. The first part is the maximization part (see Fig. 3 ), which is used by learner to maximize its reward from its own contexts. The second part is the cooperation part (see Fig. 4 ), which is used by learner to help other learners maximize their rewards for their own contexts.
Let be the slicing parameter of CLUP that determines the number of sets in the partition of the context space . When is small, the number of sets in the partition is small, hence the number of contexts from the past observations which can be used to form reward estimates in each set is large. However, when is small, the size of each set is large, hence the variation of the expected choice rewards over each set is high. First, we will analyze the regret of CLUP for a fixed and then optimize over it to balance the aforementioned tradeoff. CLUP forms a partition of consisting of sets where each set is a -dimensional hypercube with dimensions . We use index to denote a set in . For learner let be the set in which belongs to. 7 First, we will describe the maximization part of CLUP. At time slot learner can be in one of the three phases: training phase in which learner calls another learner with its context such that when the reward is received, the called learner can update the estimated reward of its selected arm (but learner does not update the estimated reward of the selected learner), exploration phase in which learner selects a choice in and updates its estimated reward, and exploitation phase in which learner selects the choice with the highest estimated net reward.
Recall that the learners are cooperative. Hence, when called by another learner, learner will choose its arm with the highest estimated reward for the calling learner's context. To gain the highest possible reward in exploitations, learner must have an accurate estimate of other learners' expected rewards without observing the arms selected by them. In order to do this, before forming estimates about the expected reward of learner , learner needs to make sure that learner will almost always select its best arm when called by learner . Thus, the training phase of learner helps other learners build accurate estimates about rewards of their arms, before learner uses any rewards from these learners to form reward estimates about them. In contrast, the exploration phase of learner helps it to build accurate estimates about rewards of its choices. These two phases indirectly help learner to maximize its total expected reward in the long run.
Next, we define the counters learner keeps for each set in for each choice in , which are used to decide its current phase. Let be the number of context arrivals to learner in by time (its own arrivals and arrivals to other learners who call learner ) except the training phases of learner . For , let be the number of times arm is selected in response to a context arriving to set by learner by time (including times other learners select learner for their contexts in set ). Other than these, learner keeps two counters for each other learner in each set in the partition, which it uses to decide training, exploration or exploitation. The first one, i.e.,
, is an estimate on the number of context arrivals to learner from all learners except the training phases of learner and exploration, exploitation phases of learner . This is an estimate because learner updates this counter only when it needs to train learner . The second one, i.e.,
, counts the number of context arrivals to learner only from the contexts of learner in set at times learner selected learner in its exploration and exploitation phases by time . Based on the values of these counters at time , learner either trains, explores or exploits a choice in . This three-phase learning structure is one of the major components of our learning algorithm which makes it different than the algorithms proposed for the contextual bandits in the literature which assigns an index to each choice and selects the choice with the highest index.
At each time slot , learner first identifies . Then, it chooses its phase at time by giving highest priority to exploration of its own arms, second highest priority to training of other learners, third highest priority to exploration of other learners, and lowest priority to exploitation. The reason that exploration of own arms has a higher priority than training of other learners is that it can reduce the number of trainings required by other learners, which we will describe below.
First, learner identifies its set of under-explored arms:
where is a deterministic, increasing function of which is called the control function. We will specify this function later, when analyzing the regret of CLUP. The accuracy of reward estimates of learner for its own arms increases with , hence it should be selected to balance the tradeoff between accuracy and the number of explorations. If this set is non-empty, learner enters the exploration phase and randomly selects an arm in this set to explore it. Otherwise, learner identifies the set of training candidates:
where is a control function similar to . Accuracy of other learners' reward estimates of their own arms increase with , hence it should be selected to balance the possible reward gain of learner due to this increase with the reward loss of learner due to number of trainings. If this set is non-empty, learner asks the learners to report . Based in the reported values it recomputes as . Using the updated values, learner identifies the set of under-trained learners:
If this set is non-empty, learner enters the training phase and randomly selects a learner in this set to train it. 8 When or is empty, this implies that there is no under-trained learner, hence learner checks if there is an under-explored choice. The set of learners that are under-explored by learner is given by (5) where is also a control function similar to . If this set is non-empty, learner enters the exploration phase and randomly selects a choice in this set to explore it. Otherwise, learner enters the exploitation phase in which it selects the choice with the highest estimated net reward, i.e., (6) where is the sample mean estimate of the rewards learner observed (not only collected) from choice by time , which is computed as follows. For , let be the set of rewards collected by learner at times it selected learner while learner 's context is in set in its exploration and exploitation phases by time . For estimating the rewards of its own arms, learner can also use the rewards obtained by other learners at times they called learner . In order to take this into account, for , let be the set of rewards collected by learner at times it selected its arm for its own contexts in set union the set of rewards observed by learner when it selected its arm for other learners calling it with contexts in set by time . Therefore, sample mean reward of choice in set for learner is defined as . An important observation is that computation of does not take into account the costs related to selecting choice . Reward generated by an arm only depends on the context it is selected at but not on the identity of the learner for whom that arm is selected. However, the costs incurred depend on the identity of the learner. Let be the estimated net reward of choice for set . Of note, when there is more than one maximizer of (6), one of them is randomly selected. In order to run CLUP, learner does not need to keep the sets in its memory.
can be computed by using only and the reward at time .
The cooperation part of CLUP operates as follows. Let be the learners who call learner at time . For each , learner first checks if it has any under-explored arm for , i.e., such that . If so, it randomly selects one of its under-explored arms and provides its reward to learner . Otherwise, it exploits its arm with the highest estimated reward for learner 's context, i.e.,
8 Most of the regret bounds proposed in this paper can also be achieved by setting to be the number of times learner trains learner by time , without considering other context observations of learner . However, by recomputing , learner can avoid many unnecessary trainings especially when own context arrivals of learner is adequate for it to form accurate estimates about its arms for set or when learners other than learner have already helped learner to build accurate estimates for its arms in set .
A. Analysis of the Regret of CLUP

Let
, and let denote logarithm in base . For each set (hypercube) let , , for , and , , for . Let be the context at the center (center of symmetry) of the hypercube . We define the optimal choice of learner for set as . When the set is clear from the context, we will simply denote the optimal choice for set with . Let be the set of suboptimal choices for learner for hypercube at time , where , are parameters that are only used in the analysis of the regret and do not need to be known by the learners. First, we will give regret bounds that depend on values of and and then we will optimize over these values to find the best bound. Also related to this let be the set of suboptimal arms of learner for hypercube at time , where . Also when the set is clear from the context we will just use . The arms in are the ones that learner should not select when called by another learner.
The regret given in (1) can be written as a sum of three components:
, where is the regret due to trainings and explorations by time , is the regret due to suboptimal choice selections in exploitations by time and is the regret due to near optimal choice selections in exploitations by time , which are all random variables. In the following lemmas we will bound each of these terms separately. The following lemma bounds . , the realized (hence expected) one slot loss 9 For a number , let be the smallest integer that is greater than or equal to . due to any choice is bounded above by 2. Hence, the result follows from summing the above terms and multiplying by 2, and the fact that for any . From Lemma 1, we see that the regret due to explorations is linear in the number of hypercubes , hence exponential in parameter and .
For any and , the sample mean represents a random variable which is the average of the independent samples in set . Let Ξ be the event that a suboptimal arm is selected by learner , when it is called by learner for a context in set for the th time in the exploitation phases of learner . Let denote the random variable which is the number of times learner selects a suboptimal arm when called by learner in exploitation slots of learner when the context is in set by time . Clearly, we have Ξ
where is the indicator function which is equal to 1 if the event inside is true and 0 otherwise. The following lemma bounds . First, we will bound the probability that learner selects a suboptimal choice in an exploitation slot. Then, using this we will bound the expected number of times a suboptimal choice is selected by learner in exploitation slots. Note that every time a suboptimal choice is selected by learner , since for all , the realized (hence expected) loss is bounded above by 2. Therefore, 2 times the expected number of times a suboptimal choice is selected in an exploitation slot bounds . Let be the event that choice is chosen at time by learner . We have . Adopting the standard probabilistic notation, for two events and , is equal to . Taking the expectation
Let be the event that at most samples in are collected from suboptimal arms of learner in hypercube . Let . For a set , let denote the complement of that set. For any , we have (11) for some . This implies that
Since for any , , we have for any suboptimal choice ,
by Chernoff-Hoeffding bound since on event at least samples are taken from each choice. Similarly, we have (13) which follows from the fact that the maximum variation of expected rewards within is at most and on event at most observations from any choice comes from a suboptimal arm of the learner corresponding to that choice. For , when (14) the three inequalities given below together imply that , which implies that (15) Using the results of (12) and (13) and by setting (16) we get (17) and (18) All that is left is to bound . Applying the union bound, we have
We have (Recall from (9)). Applying the Markov inequality we have . Recall that Ξ , and Ξ When (14) holds, the last probability in the sum above is equal to zero while the first two probabilities are upper bounded by . This is due to the training phase of CLUP by which it is guaranteed that every learner samples each of its own arms at least times before learner starts forming estimates about learner . Therefore for any , we have Ξ for the value of given in (16) . These together imply that Ξ . Therefore from the Markov inequality we get for any and hence,
Then, using (15), (17)- (19), we have , for any . By (10) , and by the result of Appendix A, we get the stated bound for .
Each time learner calls learner , learner selects one of its own arms in . There is a positive probability that learner will select one of its suboptimal arms, which implies that even if learner is near optimal for learner , selecting learner may not yield a near optimal outcome. We need to take this into account, in order to bound . The next lemma bounds the expected number of such happenings. . Due to the above inequalities, if a near optimal arm in is chosen by learner at time , the contribution to the regret is at most . If a near optimal learner is called by learner at time , and if learner selects one of its near optimal arms in , then the contribution to the regret is at most . Therefore, the total regret due to near optimal choices of learner by time is upper bounded by by using the result in Appendix A. Each time a near optimal learner in is called in an exploitation step, there is a small probability that the arm selected by learner is a suboptimal one. Given in Lemma 3, the expected number of times a suboptimal arm is chosen by learner for learner in each hypercube is bounded by . For each such choice, the one-slot regret of learner can be at most 2, and the number of such hypercubes is bounded by . In the next theorem we bound the regret of learner by combining the above lemmas. (8) .
Proof: The highest orders of regret that come from trainings, explorations, suboptimal and near optimal arm selections are , and . We need to optimize them with respect to the constraint , which is assumed in Lemmas 2 and 4. The values that minimize the regret for which this constraint holds are , , , and . Result follows from summing the bounds in Lemmas 1, 2 and 4.
Remark 1: Although the parameter of CLUP depends on and hence we require as an input to the algorithm, we can make CLUP run independently of the final time and achieve the same regret bound by using a well known doubling trick (see, e.g., [5] ). Consider phases , where each phase has length . We run a new instance of algorithm CLUP at the beginning of each phase with time parameter . Then, the regret of this algorithm up to any time will be . Although doubling trick works well in theory, CLUP can suffer from cold-start problems. The algorithm we will define in the next section will not require as an input parameter.
The regret bound proved in Theorem 1 is sublinear in time which guarantees convergence in terms of the average reward, i.e.,
. For a fixed , the regret becomes linear in the limit as goes to infinity. On the contrary, when is fixed, the regret decreases, and in the limit, as goes to infinity, it becomes . This is intuitive since increasing means that the dimension of the context increases and therefore the number of hypercubes to explore increases. While increasing means that the level of similarity between any two pairs of contexts increases, i.e., knowing the expected reward of arm in one context yields more information about its accuracy in another context.
B. Computational Complexity of CLUP
For each set
, learner keeps the sample mean of rewards from choices, while for a centralized bandit algorithm, the sample mean of the rewards of arms needs to be kept in memory. Since the number of sets in is upper bounded by , the memory requirement is upper bounded by . This means that the memory requirement is sublinearly increasing in and thus, in the limit , required memory goes to infinity. However, CLUP can be modified so that the available memory provides an upper bound on . However, in this case the regret bound given in Theorem 1 may not hold. Also the actual number of hypercubes with at least one context arrival depends on the context arrival process, hence can be very small compared to the worst-case scenario. In that case, it is enough to keep the reward estimates for these hypercubes. The following example illustrates that for a practically reasonable time frame, the memory requirement is not very high for a learner compared to a non-contextual centralized implementation (that uses partition ). For example for , , we have . If learner learned through samples, and if , , for all , learner using CLUP only needs to store at most 40000 sample mean estimates, while a standard bandit algorithm which does not exploit any context information requires to keep 10000 sample mean estimates. Although, the memory requirement is 4 times higher than the memory requirement of a standard bandit algorithm, CLUP is suitable for a distributed implementation, learner does not require any knowledge about the arms of other learners (except an upper bound on the number of arms), and it is shown to converge to the best distributed solution.
V. A DISTRIBUTED ADAPTIVE CONTEXT PARTITIONING ALGORITHM
Intuitively, the loss due to selecting a suboptimal choice for a context can be further minimized if the learners inspect the regions of with large number of context arrivals more carefully, instead of using a uniform partition of . We do this by introducing the Distributed Context Zooming Algorithm (DCZA).
A. The DCZA Algorithm
In the previous section, the partition is formed by CLUP at the beginning by choosing the slicing parameter . Differently, DCZA adaptively generates the partition based on how contexts arrive. Similar to CLUP, using DCZA a learner forms reward estimates for each set in its partition based only on the history related to that set. Let be learner 's partition of at time and denote the set in that contains . Using DCZA, learner starts with , then divides into sets with smaller sizes as time goes on and more contexts arrive. Hence the cardinality of increases with . This division is done in a systematic way to ensure that the tradeoff between the variation of expected choice rewards inside each set and the number of past observations that are used in reward estimation for each set is balanced. As a result, the regions of the context space with a lot of context arrivals are covered with sets of smaller sizes than regions of contexts space with few context arrivals. In other words, DCZA zooms into the regions of context space with large number of arrivals. An illustration that shows partition of CLUP and DCZA is given in Fig. 5 for . As we discussed in the Section II the zooming idea have been used in a variety of multi-armed bandit problems [3] - [8] , but there are differences in the problem structure and how zooming is done.
The sets in the adaptive partition of each learner are chosen from hypercubes with edge lengths coming from the set . 10 We call a -dimensional hypercube which has edges of length a level hypercube (or level set). For a hypercube , let denote its level. Different from CLUP, the partition of each learner in DCZA can be different since context arrivals to learners can be different. In order to help each other, learners should know about each other's partition. For this, whenever a new set of hypercubes is activated by learner , learner communicates this by sending the center and edge length of one of the hypercubes in the new set of hypercubes to other learners. Based on this information, other learners update their partition of learner . Thus, at any time slot all learners know . This does not require a learner to keep different partitions. It is enough for each learner to keep , which is the set of hypercubes that are active for at least one learner at time . For let be the first time is activated by one of the learners and for , let be the first time is activated for learner 's partition. We will describe the activation process later, after defining the counters of DCZA which are initialized and updated differently than CLUP.
, counts the number of context arrivals to set of learner (from its own contexts) from times . For , counts the number of times arm is selected in response to contexts arriving to set (from learner 's own contexts or contexts of calling learners) from times . Similarly , is an estimate on the context arrivals to learner in set from all learners except the training phases of learner and exploration, exploitation phases of learner from times . Finally, counts the number of context arrivals to learner from exploration and exploitation phases of learner from times . Let , be the set of rewards (received or observed) by learner at times that contribute to the increase of counter and , be the set of rewards received by learner at times that contribute to the increase of counter . We have for . Training, exploration and exploitation within a hypercube is controlled by control functions and , which depend on the level of hypercube unlike the control functions , and of CLUP, which only depend on the current time. DCZA separates training, exploration and exploitation the same way as CLUP but using control functions , , instead of , , . Learner updates its partition as follows. At the end of each time slot , learner checks if exceeds a threshold , where is the parameter of DCZA that is common to all learners. If , learner will divide into level hypercubes and will note the other learners about its new partition . With this division is de-activated for learner 's partition. For a set , let be the time it is de-activated for learner 's partition. 10 Hypercubes have advantages in cooperative contextual bandits because they are disjoint and a learner can pass information to another learner about its partition by only passing the center and edge length of its hypercubes.
Similar to CLUP, DCZA also have maximization and cooperation parts. The maximization part of DCZA is the same as CLUP with training, exploration and exploitation phases. The only differences are that which phase to enter is determined by comparing the counters defined above with the control functions and in exploitation phase the best choice is selected based on the sample mean estimates defined above. In the cooperation part at time , learner explores one of its under-explored arms or chooses its best arm for for learner using the counters and sample mean estimates defined above. Since the operation of DCZA is the same as CLUP except the differences mentioned in this section, we omitted its pseudocode to avoid repetition.
B. Analysis of the Regret of DCZA
Our analysis for CLUP in Section IV was for worst-case context arrivals. This means that the bound in Theorem 1 holds even when other learners never call learner to train it, or other learners never learn by themselves. In this section we analyze the regret of DCZA under different types of context arrivals. Let be the number of level hypercubes of learner that are activated by time . In the following we define two extreme cases of correlation between the contexts arriving to different learners.
Definition 1: We call the context arrival process, solo arrivals if contexts only arrive to learner , identical arrivals if for all , . We start with a simple lemma which gives an upper bound on the highest level hypercube that is active at any time .
Lemma 5: All the active hypercubes at time have at most a level of . Proof: Let be the level of the highest level active hypercube. We must have , otherwise the highest level active hypercube's level will be less than . We have, . In order to analyze the regret of DCZA, we first bound the regret due to trainings and explorations in a level hypercube. We do this for the solo and identical context arrival cases separately.
Lemma 6: Consider all learners that run DCZA with parameters and . Then, for any level hypercube the regret of learner due to trainings and explorations by time is bounded above by (i) for solo context arrivals, (ii) for identical context arrivals (given , ). 11 Proof: The proof is similar to Lemma 1. Note that when the context arriving to each learner is the same and , , we have for all whenever for all . We define the set of suboptimal choices and arms for learner in DCZA a little differently than CLUP (suboptimality depends on the level of the hypercube but not on time), using the same notation as in the analysis of CLUP. Let (20) 11 In order for the bound for identical context arrivals to hold for learner we require that , . Hence, in order for the bound for identical context arrivals to hold for all learners, we require for all .
be the set of suboptimal choices of learner for a hypercube , and (21) be the set of suboptimal arms of learner for hypercube , where . In the next lemma we bound the regret due to choosing suboptimal choices in the exploitation steps of learner . is called by learner at time , the contribution to the regret from suboptimal arms of is bounded by . The one-slot regret of any near optimal arm of any near optimal learner is bounded by . The one-step regret of any near optimal arm is bounded by . The result is obtained by taking the sum up to time .
Next, we combine the results from Lemmas 6, 7 and 8 to obtain regret bounds as a function of the number of hypercubes of each level that are activated up to time .
Theorem 2: Consider all learners running DCZA with parameters , and . Then, for solo arrivals, we have where , for solo arrivals and for identical arrivals and . Proof: The result follows from summing the results of Lemmas 6, 7 and 8 and using Lemma 5. Although the result in Theorem 2 bounds the regret of DCZA for an arbitrary context arrival process in terms of 's, it is possible to obtain context arrival process independent regret bounds by considering the worst-case context arrivals. The next corollary shows that the worst-case regret bound of DCZA matches with the worst-case regret bound of CLUP derived in Theorem 1.
Corollary 1: Consider all learners running DCZA with parameters , and
. Then, the worst-case regret of learner is bounded by where , and are given in Theorem 2. Proof: Since hypercube remains active for at most context arrivals within that hypercube, combining the results of Lemmas 7 and 8, the expected loss in hypercube in exploitation slots is at most , where is defined in Theorem 2. However, the expected loss in hypercube due to trainings and explorations is at least for some constant , and is at most as given in Lemma 6. In order to balance the regret due to trainings and explorations with the regret incurred in exploitation within we set . In the worst-case context arrivals, contexts arrive in a way that all level hypercubes are divided into level hypercubes before contexts start arriving to any of the level hypercubes. In this way, the number of hypercubes to train and explore is maximized. Let be the hypercube with the maximum level that had at least one context arrival on or before in the worstcase context arrivals. We must have Otherwise, no hypercube with level will have a context arrival by time . From the above equation we get . Thus,
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Necessity of the Training Phase
In this subsection, we prove that the training phase is necessary to achieve sublinear regret for the cooperative contextual bandit problem for algorithms of the type CLUP and DCZA (without the training phase) which use (i) exploration control functions of the form , for constants , ; (ii) form a finite partition of the context space; and (iii) use the sample mean estimator within each hypercube in the partition. We call this class of algorithms Simple Separation of Exploration and Exploitation (SSEE) algorithms. In order to show this, we consider a special case of expected arm rewards and context arrivals and show that independent of the rate of explorations, the regret of an SSEE algorithm is linear in time for any exploration control function 12 of the form for learner (exploration functions of learners can be different). Although, our proof does not consider index-based learning algorithms, we think that similar to our construction in Theorem 12 Here is the control function that controls when to explore or exploit the choices in for learner .
3, problem instances which will give linear regret can be constructed for any type of index policy without the training phase. Theorem 3: Without the training phase, the regret of any SSEE algorithm is linear in time.
Proof: We will construct a problem instance for which the statement of the theorem is valid. Assume that all costs , , are zero. Let . Consider a hypercube . We assume that at all time slots context arrives to learner 1, and all the contexts that are arriving to learner 2 are outside . Learner 1 has only a single arm , learner 2 has two arms and . With an abuse of notation, we denote the expected reward of an arm at context as . Assume that the arm rewards are drawn from and the following is true for expected arm rewards: (22) for some , , where the value of will be specified later. Assume that learner 1's exploration control function is , and learner 2's exploration control function is for some , . 13 When we have , when called by learner 1 in its explorations, learner 2 may always choose its suboptimal arm since it is under-explored for learner 2. If this happens, then in exploitations learner 1 will almost always choose its own arm instead of learner 2, because it had estimated the accuracy of learner 2 for incorrectly because the random rewards in explorations of learner 2 came from . By letting , we also consider cases where only a fraction of reward samples of learner 2 for learner 1 comes from the suboptimal arm . We will show that for any value of , there exists a problem instance of the form given in (22) such that learner 1's regret is linear in time. Let be the event that time is an exploitation slot for learner 1. Let be the sample mean reward of arm and learner 2 for learner 1 at time respectively. Let be the event that learner 1 exploits for the th time by choosing its own arm. Denote the time of the th exploitation of learner 1 by . We will show that for any finite , . We have by the chain rule (23) We will continue by bounding . When the event happens, we know that at least of reward samples of learner 2 for learner 1 comes from . Let , and , for . Given , we have . Consider the event . Since on , learner 1 selected at least times (given that is large enough such that the reward estimate of learner 1's own arm is accurate), we have , using a Chernoff bound. Let ( ) be the number of times learner 2 has chosen arm ( ) when called by learner 1 by time . Let ( ) be the random reward of arm ( ) when it is 13 Given two control functions of the form , , we can always normalize them such that one of them is and the other one is , and then construct the problem instance that gives linear regret based on the normalized control functions. . Continuing from (23), we have for all . This result implies that with probability greater than one half, learner 1 chooses its own arm at all of its exploitation slots, resulting in an expected per-slot regret of . Hence the regret is linear in time.
B. Comparison of CLUP and DCZA
In this subsection we assess the computation and memory requirements of DCZA and compare it with CLUP. DCZA needs to keep the sample mean reward estimates of choices for each active hypercube. A level active hypercube becomes inactive if the context arrivals to that hypercube exceeds . Because of this, the number of active hypercubes at any time may be much smaller than the number of activated hypercubes by time . In the best-case, only one level hypercube experiences context arrivals, then when that hypercube is divided into level hypercubes, only one of these hypercubes experiences context arrivals and so on. In this case, DCZA run with creates at most hypercubes (using Lemma 5). In the worst-case (given in Corollary 1), DCZA creates at most hypercubes. Recall that for any and , the number of hypercubes of CLUP creates is . Hence, in practice the memory requirement of DCZA can be much smaller than CLUP which requires to keep the estimates for every hypercube at all times. Finally DCZA does not require final time as in input while CLUP requires it. Although CLUP can be combined with the doubling trick to make it independent of , this makes the constants that multiply the time order of the regret large.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a novel framework for decentralized, online learning by many learners. We developed two novel online learning algorithms for this problem and proved sublinear regret results for our algorithms. We discussed some implementation issues such as complexity and the memory requirement under different instance and context arrivals. Our theoretical framework can be applied to many practical settings including distributed online learning in Big Data mining, recommendation systems and surveillance applications. Cooperative contextual bandits opens a new research direction in online learning and raises many interesting questions: What are the lower bounds on the regret? Is there a gap in the time order of the lower bound compared to centralized contextual bandits due to informational asymmetries? Can regret bounds be proved when cost of calling learner is controlled by learner ? In other words, what happens when a learner wants to maximize both the total reward from its own contexts and the total reward from the calls of other learners. • : Index for set of contexts (hypercube).
• : Number of slices for each dimension of the context for CLUP.
• : Partition of for CLUP.
• : Learner 's adaptive partition of at time for DCZA.
• : Union of partitions of of all learners for DCZA.
• : The set in that contains . • : Set of learners who are training candidates of learner at time for set of learner 's partition.
• : Set of learners who are under-trained by learner at time for set of learner 's partition.
• : Set of learners who are under-explored by learner at time for set of learner 's partition.
• : Set of learners who are training candidates of learner at time for set of learner 's partition.
